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Criminal

B.C. gun legislation targets gangs, protects health-
care professionals who breach confidentiality
By Ian Burns

(March 15, 2021, 9:14 AM EDT) -- British Columbia’s NDP government has brought forward a raft of
measures aimed at tackling the gang problem in the province by targeting illegal firearms, but a
criminal lawyer in the province is raising concerns about the constitutionality of some of the
proposals.

 
If passed, the Firearm Violence Prevention Act (Bill 4) will penalize drivers who transport illegal
firearms, authorize the impounding of vehicles used to transport illegal firearms or flee police,
prohibit people from having real or imitation firearms in specific locations like schools and hospitals
and prevents use of a shooting range if proper identification cannot be provided.

“We are putting expert advice into practice to reduce shootings related to gangs and the drug trade.
These new measures targeting illegal and imitation firearms will give police additional tools and help
make our communities safer,” said Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General Mike Farnworth. “At
the same time, we recognize most firearm owners in B.C. are law abiding. As such, these changes
should have little to no impact on them.”

 
The bill’s provisions flow from the 2017 illegal firearms task force report, which provided
recommendations to help government respond to the public threats posed by illegal firearms. But the
proposed legislation was not met with universal acclaim.

 

Kyla Lee, criminal lawyer

Vancouver criminal lawyer Kyla Lee said the powers the province is giving itself “seems to be part of
a pattern in British Columbia about punishing drivers rather than dealing with illegal conduct itself,”
and had concerns about the constitutionality of the search and seizure provisions in the bill as well as
the ability to impound vehicles from people who flee from police.

 
“That to me is very concerning because you can’t necessarily identify who the driver of the vehicle
was, and so you might end up impounding mom’s car when mom doesn’t know her child sneaked out
in the middle of the night and stole it,” she said. “These types of things happen, and the review
provisions that do exist for impounding aren’t really a satisfactory answer for people in that
situation.”

 
In addition to the criminal provisions, Bill 4 also offers protection from civil liability to social workers
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and health professionals who, in good faith, breach client confidentiality by reporting information to
police to prevent gun violence. Daniel Reid, a health and privacy lawyer with Vancouver’s Harper
Grey, said the bill’s provision on civil liability for health professionals is an incremental expansion of
exceptions which already exist for them in B.C., such as the Gunshot and Stab Wound Disclosure Act.

Daniel Reid, Harper Grey

“As it stands now health professionals have limited circumstances where they are permitted to
disclose confidential patient information outside of consent or court order,” he said. “Those are really
sort of the public safety exception where there is a clear risk to an identifiable person or group of
persons and the threat is imminent, and that has been recognized for a very long time.”

 
Reid noted the law does not include a mandatory reporting requirement and it will be interesting to
see how the professional regulatory bodies respond.

 
“The Act says there is no civil liability but the individual colleges from the professions may decide
notwithstanding this they would consider it a breach of professional and patient confidentiality if such
disclosure does occur,” he said. “So as drafted this only addresses the civil liability component — that
is going to be the next step, as to what the regulatory colleges do. It will be interesting to see if
these provisions are made mandatory down the road.”

 
But Lee said she found the civil liability protections “absolutely horrible.”

 
“One of the reasons we have this confidentiality between social workers or health-care professionals
and their clients is so people aren’t discouraged from accessing and getting some kind of treatment,”
she said. “Social workers who are dealing with victims of gun violence might have an opportunity to
intervene and steer youth away from that lifestyle, and you are not going to have that if people are
so scared to report something to a social worker they don’t seek out treatment.”

 
Bill 4 is currently at second reading in the B.C. Legislative Assembly.

 
If you have any information, story ideas or news tips for The Lawyer’s Daily please contact Ian Burns
at Ian.Burns@lexisnexis.ca or call 905-415-5906.
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